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Background & Motivation
System Configuration Languages are now ubiquitous
for specifying and deploying the infrastructure for almost all large computing installations. Some of these
are embedded in conventional scripting languages,
while others are custom languages with a more declarative feel. However, they have significantly different
goals from general-purpose programming languages
and, in contrast to most modern programming languages, they have usually developed in very ad-hoc
ways. This has often led to a complex and confusing semantics (e.g. Puppet [1]), and the resulting configuration errors are responsible for a large proportion
of system failures. In addition, there is anecdotal evidence that the apparent complexity of languages such
as Puppet is turning administrators away from a more
declarative approach which we believe is ultimately
necessary to create large, correct configurations.
We have been interested for some time in the design of
configuration languages with a clearer semantics and
features which provide appropriate support for modelling complex configurations. In support of this we
(Paul and Kami) co-supervised an MSc project which
involved a short survey of real users, in an attempt to
understand the difficulties caused by some typical features of declarative languages. This produced over 350
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responses (indicating a high level of interest), mostly
from professional system administrators. These contained a wealth of interesting data [2], including evidence that professional administrators are often not
(experienced) programmers, and that some concepts
from programming languages (such as inheritance) are
frequently misunderstood and misused in this context
– especially when the underlying semantics is not particularly clear.
This leads us to believe that successful new languages
(or developments of existing languages), need to take
more account of the usability of the language for typical users. As far as we are aware, there is no previous
work in this area, although there is some related work
on the usability of programming languages (e.g. [4]),
and a small amount of work on human factors relating
to system administration [3], which should provide a
useful starting point.

The Proposed Project
The aim of this project is to study the usability of
various features of current configuration languages to
identify concepts which are potential sources of misunderstanding and errors for typical system administrators. This will build on the work undertaken for last
year’s MSc project [2] which provides a “proof of concept”. We would expect to propose changes or new
features for these languages which would ultimately
improve the correctness and reliability of large-scale
system configurations. The project may also identify a
potential for more intelligent tools to assist in the collaborative development of complex configuration specifications.
The inter-disciplinary nature of this project is particularly interesting, since it involves the application of human factors techniques to systems administration and
(programming) language design - hence the proposed
joint supervision. Potential candidates would be eligible from any of these backgrounds, although they are
unlikely to be experienced initially in all three areas.
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